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ABSTRACT A forensic-phonetic speaker identification experiment is described which
tests to what extent same-speaker pairs from a 50 speakerJapanese data base can be dis-

criminated from different-speaker pairs using a Bayesian likelihood ratio (LR) as
discriminant function. Non-contemporaneous telephone recordings are used, with
comparison based on mean values from three segments only: a nasal, a voiceless
fricative, and a vowel. It is shown that discrimination using the LR-based distance is
better than with a conventional distance, and that the cepstrum outperforms the formants. A LR for the test of 50 is obtained for formant-based discrimination, compared
to c. 900 for the cepstrum, and the tests are thus shown to be capable of yielding a probative strength of support for the prosecution hypothesis that is conveniionnlly
quantified as 'moderate' for formants but 'moderately strong' for the cepstrum. Comparisons are made with results from similar experiments.
KEf-STORDS forensic speaker identification, strength of evidence, formanrs, cepstrum,
Bayes' theorem, likelihood ratio

INTRODUCTION
Undoubtedly the most typical scenario in technical forensic speaker identification involves the comparison of one or more samples of an unknown
voice with one or more samples of a known voice. Often the unknown
voice is that of the individual alleged to have committed an offence, and
the known voice belongs to the suspect. Obviously, both prosecution and
defence are then concerned with being able to say on the basis of the evidence - the similarities and differences between the suspect and offender
speech samples - whether the two samples have come from the same
person, and thus be able either to identify the suspect as the offender, or
eliminate them from suspicion.
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However, stating the probability of the hypothesis given the speech evi- p(H IE) - in this way is both legally and logically incorrect (Aitken
1995 4; Robertson and Vignaux 1,995: ch.2; Rose 2002: ch.4). Rather,
the aim of the forensic identification expert must be to determine the
dence

probability of the euidence under competing prosecution and defence
hypotheses (Ho, Ho), and present the court with their ratio. This ratio p(ElH,)lp(E lHo) - called the Likelihood Ratio (LR), is part of Bayes'
theorem, and quantifies how much more likely one is to get the evidence
assuming that the prosecution hypothesis is true than assuming that the
defence hypothesis is true. Values of the LR greater than unity give support
to the prosecution hypothesis that the forensic speech samples came from
the same speaker; values less than unity indicate support for the defence
hypothesis; the more the LR deviates, either way, from unitS the stronger
the support. Unity, or values very close to unity, indicate that one is just as
likely to get the evidence whether the speech samples come from the same
speaker or from different speakers, and that it therefore has little or no
probative value.
Since values of the LR greater than one indicate same-subject data, and
values less than one indicate different-subject data, the LR is a potential
discriminant function, and its ability to discriminate same-subject from different-subject data has, to date, been successfully tested on three different
types of forensically common evidence: DNA (Evett et al. 1993: 503),
various properties of glass fragments (Brown 1,996; Aitken and Lucy in
press), and speech. Of recently reported forensic speaker identification
experiments using Bayesian methods on forensically realistic speech
material, Meuwly and Drygajlo (2001: 150) for example, with SwissFrench speakers, obtained values of about 86 per cent for same-speaker
pairs with LRs greater than one, and 86 per cent for different-speaker
pairs with LRs less than one. Gonzalez-Rodriguez et al. (2001) for
Spanish, and Nakasone and Beck (2001) with American English also show
similar results. These experiments have all used a conventional automatic
approach, with cepstral parameters, after channel normalization, on long
term speech data undifferentiated with respect to segments. In spite of its
discriminant power, such automatic forensic speaker identification is still
not a realistic option for real case-work, however, and is only used for

investigative purposes (Nakasone and Beck 2001).
Of importance and relevance to this paper is Kinoshita's (2001,2002)
LR-based discrimination experiment using traditional parameters, i.e.
formant centre-frequencies, on linguistically defined speech segments.
Kinoshita (2001,2002) showed with 10 male Japanese speakers that even
with only six acoustic parameters from the formants of selected vowel and
fricative segments, 90 per cent of 90 same-speaker pairs were resolved
with LRs greater than one, and97 per cent of 180 different-speaker pairs
had LRs smaller than one (Kinoshita 2002: 301,).
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Kinoshita (2001: 328) is careful to point out that her experiment was
unrealistic in using a small number of speakers, and it is one obvious aim
of the experiment reported here to see how well same-speaker pairs can be
discriminated from different-speaker pairs with a LR-based approach
using a considerably larger database of 60 speakers.
As a second forensically realistic condition, we have retained the
segment-based approach commonly used in real forensic case-work and
looked only at the discriminant power from a few (three) selected phonetic segments. This is what the segmental in the paper's title refers to: it
is intended to contrast with the long-term, or global approach typical of
automatic speaker recognition. However, we have tried to have the best of
both traditional and automatic worlds by quantifying the segments with
respect to both automatic (cepstrum) and traditional (formant centre-frequencies) parameters. This enables us to address a further question
concerning the relative discriminant power, and the associated strength of
evidence, of these two approaches. Another realistic condition, of course,
is the use of telephone recordings.

The most important question we want to address, however, is this: what
is the average strength of forensic evidence to be expected from such an
approach? That is, if, say, suspect and offender speech samples were to be
compared using a test like this, and the value for the LR was determined to
be bigger than unity, what is the strength of this evidence? The answer to
this question is the likelihood ratio associated with the test (LR,".,). This is
the probability of the evidence assuming same-speaker data relative to the
probability of the evidence assuming different-speaker data, where the evidence is that the LR obtained from the comparison was greater than unity.
This is shown in (1). The magnitude of LR,.,, will clearly determine
whether the strength of evidence is probative and whether such an
approach is worth pursuing.
(1) Strength of evidence

:

LRr,.,

:

p (LR>1 | same-speaker pair)
1r (LR> I I differenr-sp.rt..r pnirl

PROCEDURE
Part of the speaker database of the Japanese National Research Institute
for Police Science (NRIPS) was used. This database, which was used in a
previous speaker identification experiment, (Osanai et al. 1,995), contains
recordings, digitized at 10 kHz with 12 bit quantization, of 300 adult male
speakers of Japanese from 1 1 different prefectures. All speakers are
members of the Japanese police force, and are uncontrolled for age (the
age range is from c. 20 to 50 years). Recordings were made centrally, on
the same equipment, of landline telephone calls made from each prefecture. T\;vo non-contemporaneous recordings were made for each
speaker, separated by c. three to four months. The recordings consisted of
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four types of material: the five Japanese short vowels; the numbers from
'zero' to 'ten'1 26 individual forensically common words, hke ginko'
'bank', kane 'money'; and 14 short polyword utterances hke ashita no Asa
'tomorrow morning'. Each speaker repeated the material twice in both
recordings.

The first 60 speakers of the database were chosen, and each repeat
'With
two non-contemporawithin each recording was treated separately.
neous recordings, each containing two repeats, this gave 240 same-speaker

pairs, and 28,320 different-speaker pairs to be discriminated. The
recordings of several speakers were listened to, and three segments
selected for analysis on the basis of (1) high incidence in the data and (2)
putative high individual-identifying potential. These segments were: (1)
the so-called mora nasal, (2) the voiceless alveolopalatal fricative', and (3)
the long back mid rounded vowel.
The mora nasal is a phoneme whose occurrence is restricted to the syllable coda. It counts as a separate timing unit (whence the term mora) and
can carry a pitch accent. Its basic, prepausal, allophone is a nasal sonorant
ranging between velar [4] and uvular [N], but it also shows place assimilation with following, heterosyllabic, segments, and is often realized
without closure as a nasalized vowel (Vance 1'987l.34-8). The mora nasal
was chosen because nasal sonorants are assumed to be among the best segments for speaker identification/discrimination (Nolan 1.983: 75-7), and
the mora nasal in Japanese can be expected to have a fairly long, stable
spectrum due to its phonological properties qwa separate mora and pitchaccent carrier. There is also the intriguing observation (Vance L987:35)
that the production of /N/ in some way directly reflects the speaker's articulatory setting.

The [q] occurs allophonically in Standard Japanese, at least under one
phonemic analysis (Vance 1987: 21-30) as the realtzation of the voiceless
palatal fricative phoneme lpl , and the realization of the fricated part of the
voiceless palatal affricate ltql. The long vowel [cr] realizes a tautosyllabic
sequence of two /o/ phonemes. The palatal fricative and [cr] were chosen
because similar sounds had shown high F-ratios for one or more of their
formants in the word mosbimoshi'hello' (F3 in lol; F2,F3 in lpl) in previous forensic speaker identification experiments (Kinoshita 2001: 224).
Since the segments have differing phonological status, they are represented
in this paper with variable notation, thus: (N), (9) and (oo). Thble 1 summarizes the relationship between the segments, the phonemes they form
part of, their romanized forms, and the notation used in this paper.
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Table

1

Relationship between the segments analysed, their phonemic
representation, their romanization, and notation used in this
paper.

Phonetic segments:

[s]

Occurs as (part of) realization of phoneme(s):

Itql, lcl

Hepburn romanization of phoneme(s)

ch

:

Variable notation in this paper:

sh

(s)

fc:l
lollol
on
(oo)

Each sample consisted of seven tokens of (N), 10 of (9), and 10
The words containing these tokens are given in Thble 2.
Table

2

hl, [*]
/N/
(N)

of (oo).

Corpus

(N): 7 tokens
san 'three' yon '[our'1, denwa 'telephone'; bakudan 'bomb'
bakudan o shikaketa'I have planted a bomb'
moichido denwa suru'l'll call you again'
gyakutan surund'Don't try and trace the call'
(9): 10 tokens
ichi 'one'; hacbi 'eight' moshimoshi 'hello'; watashi 'me'
kaisha'company'; bakudan o shikaketa'l have planted a bomb'
moichido denwa suru'I'11 call you again'
ashita no asa 'tomorrow morning'
kane o yoishiro'get the money ready'
(oo): 10 tokens
ginko 'bank'; kosokudoro 'express way' daijobu'al| right'

Ayo'today'; ano'umm...'
kodomo wa daijobu da'your child's all right'
kyoju ni'by the end of today'
ginko ni furikome'transfer the money to the bank'
moichido denwa suru'I'11 call you again'

Note: Bold n, sh I ch, o show location

of

(N), (p) and (oo) respectively

As long a spectrally homogeneous portion as possible - up to aproximately
100 ms - was selected in the middle of a typical token of each of the three

for each speaker, and dynamic programming was used to automatically identify a comparable portion in all their other tokens. The
identification was checked auditorily in each case. Mean values for the
segments
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first five formants, and a mean 12th order linear prediction cepstrum were
then automatically extracted from these portions. No channel normaliz.ation was used. Mean values were then derived from all the tokens in
each of the four samples (i.e. recording 1-repeat 1,; recl'-rep2; rcc2-repL;
rec2-rep2) of each speaker.

(2)

v=fox..'{

#l'..0
It#'."+l
term

similarity

typicality term

p = arithmetical mean of reference sample; r = standard deviation of reference sample
i, y = arithmetical means of offender and suspect samples; m, n = number in offender,
6' : pooled offender and suspect sample variance

(: (fo{fendervariance "n] * [suspectvariance'' n])/m + n
nl) (m I n)ia-V(lm I ln).
2ru -(mI
z-(;-y)

suspect samples

2)

To calculate the LR, the same formula was implemented as that used by
Kinoshita (2001, 2002) in her forensic discrimination experiments with
Japanese formants. This formula is effectively the samea as that derived for
continuous data by Lindley (1977:208; see also Aitken 1'995 177-81) for
refractive indices of glass fragments, and is reproduced in (2), where the
value of the LR is indicated by V.
Basically, the formula compares the suspect and offender samples
against the background data for the relevant population, by quantifying
the similarity between two sets of data relative to their typicality in the relevant population. Values of the LR greater than unity were taken to
indicate same-subject data; values less than unity to indicate differentsubject data. The formula is not totally appropriate for speech acoustics
(Rose 2002: 320ff.) because of unmet assumptions of distributional nor-

mality and inadequate variance modelling. Nevertheless' as already
mentioned, it has been found to perform promisingly on speech data
(Kinoshita 2001,2002, Rose 2003,511,0ff ).
LR values were calculated using the formula at (2) for alI 240 samespeaker and 28,320 different-speaker non-contemporaneous pairs. This
was done for the formants F1 through F5, both separately and combined.
(The LR for combined data is simply the product of the LR for the individual data, on the assumption that the individual data are not correlated
(Robertson and Vignaux 1,995r 227ff).)
LR values were also calculated for the three individual segments separately, and for all three combined (again by simply taking the product of
the LRs for the individual segments). In addition to the discrimination

with the LR, a conventional discrimination was carried out

using

thresholds derived from simple difference magnitudes (for individual formants) and Euclidean distances (for combined data).
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RESULTS
Segmental acowstics

to 3 show the mean spectra for each of the three segments
all 60 speakers, with spectral peaks labelled. The mean
centre-frequency of each putative formant is also shown. It can be seen
that the upper limit of the frequency range passed by the telephone was
quite high at c. 4.5 kHz, with a lower limit, evident in (N), of about 250
Hz. Truncated, narrow-bandwidth lowest resonances typical of phone
transmission are evident for (N) and (oo). These band-pass limits are of
Figures 1

averaged over

course higher and lower than the nominal 3.5 kHz and 300 Hz. The individual spectra require some comment.
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Figure

1

Mean telephone-transmitted spectrum for Japanese (oo) from
60 speakers. Values indicate mean centre-frequency (Hz) for
each putative formant.

(oo) With the exception of an extra peak at c. 2.0 kHz, there is good
agreement between the values for the spectral peaks in the (oo), and means
for F-pattern in 1l male speakers' lol given by Kinoshita (2001:149,Table

1,125 Hz,F3: 2508 H4F4: 3553 Hz.k
looks from the bimodal spectral profile between 1.5 and 3.0 kHz as if
there may actually be two separate poles corresponding to F3 in (oo). If
this is the case, the mean value for F3 shown in the figure actually conflates two frequencies, the higher of which probably corresponds to
Kinoshita's value of 2.5 kHz

4.5),vrz:F1,:462H2,F2:
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Mean telephone-transmitted spectrum for Japanese (9) from 60
speakers. Values indicate mean centre-frequency (Hz) for each

putative formant.
(q) The spectrum of (9) shows a typical diffuse-acute profile expected for
palatal/high front segments. According to Stevens (2000: 405-8) one
i"p..6 the spectrum of a male palatoalveclar fricative [f] to be dominated
below 4 kHz by three peaks: the lowest' F2, at c. L.9 kHz, is the )"/2 resonance of the back cavity; the next highest, F3, at c.2.5 kH4 is the natural
frequency of the palatal channel, and the highest, F4, at 3.5 kHz, is the
,.sonun.e associated with the sublingual cavity. Although this sound is not
[J] but [p], there is a good deal of similarity in values. With the exception
of th. lo*.tt peak, there is also good agreement between the values for the
spectral peaks in the (q), and the means for F-pattern in 11 male speakers'
lql rn moshlmoshi given by Kinoshita (2001': 1"92,Table 5.2) viz: 1'.9 kHz
(F2);2.a - 2.6 kHz (F3); 3.15 - 3.25 kHz (F4). Kinoshita measured the Fpatrern in lql direct from spectrograms, on the basis of continuity with the

iurrounding vowel formants. It looks from a comparison with her data
that we missed F3, and that our F3 is actually F4 (and our F4 actually F5).
It is possible that the lowest spectral peak for (9) at c. 600 Hz, which we
have labelled as 'F1', is the expected Helmholtz resonance at somewhat
less than 400 Hz (Stevens 2000: 385, 406) shifted up by the telephone
transmission. Its non-truncated, symmetrical shape may also indicate a
subglottal resonance typical in voiceless fricatives, although its amplitude
is rather high for that. A low frequency resonance between about 0.3 and
0.8 kHz was also noted for lcl in some speakers by Kinoshita (2001:
tB5-6, appendix 5).
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Figure

3

Mean telephone-transmitted spectrum for Japanese (N) from
60 speakers. Values indicate mean centre-frequency (Hz) for
each putative formant.

(N) The mean (N) spectrum shows a low peak at c. 300 Hz labelled as
'F1', with a clear second peak at c. ',.2kHz. A third spectral peak occurs at
c. 2.3 kHz labelled 'F3', above which rhe specrrum is fairly undifferentiated, but from which two peaks, labelled 'F4' at c. 3.0 kHz, and 'F5' at c.
4.2kHz, were automatically extracted. These values agree very well with
those for a male velar nasal in Stevens (2000: 507ff.) which suggests a predominant realization with little or no oral cavity, as in [4] or [N].
Distributions
Figure 4 shows the probability density distributions for the LR values from
the discrimination tests using formants and cepstral coefficients (ccs).
The LR values shown are the ones that gave the best discrimination results
- these were obtained when data from all three segments were combined.
Note that the horizontal scales are logarithmic, and have been approximately equalized, since the LR values for the CCs have a much lower limit
than those for the formanrs.
Figure 4 shows, first of all, that for both formants and CCs, LR values
from comparison of same-speaker samples distribute differently from
those from different-speaker samples. This illustrates the importanr point
that 'providing that one looks at the right things, there is greater variarion
between the voices of different speakers than within the voice of the same
speaker' (Rose 2002: 10). The same-speaker LRs have a mode which is
slightly higher than the threshold of 1 and are slightly negatively skewed.
Just about all of the probability density functions for differenr-speaker
pairs lie below the LR of 1, and are also slightly negatively skewed.
The LRs from same-speaker comparisons distribute fairly similarly both
for formants and ccs, although the amount of negative skew is greater for
the CCs than for the formants. The formant and CC LR values clearly
differ the most in the distributions of different-speaker LRs. The CC LRs
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compared using formants, and an even smaller percentage - visible only as
a fatter bottom line - of different-speaker samples had LRs above 1 when
compared using CCs.

Discrimination
Given the distributions just described, and the discriminant threshold of 1,
it is easy to understand that pairs of samples from different speakers were
discriminated much better than same-speaker pairs. Since nearly all pairs
of samples from different speakers had LRs smaller than one in the cep-

stral comparison, and very nearly all pairs of samples from

different-speakers had LRs smaller than 1 in the formant comparison, very
nearly all different-speaker samples were correctly discriminated irrespective of the basis of comparison.
Thble

3 Results of discrimination tests (0/o). SS.^/ DS.*: percentage of

same-speaker/differen'-speaker pairs evaluated as same speaker with LRbased distance. VR.* : verification rate with LR-based distance; VR.". :
verification rate with conventional distance.
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In verification, there is always a trade-off in results, depending on the
value chosen for the threshold. For example, if the threshold in this experiment were shifted down from 1, more same-speaker pairs could be
correctly discriminated, but fewer different-speaker pairs, and this would
reverse if the threshold were shifted higher than 1. The verification rates
in Thble 3 are the values for which it is possible to correctly discriminate
just as many same-speaker pairs as different-speaker pairs (it is the complement of the equal error rate.) So for example, the verification rate of B 1
per cent for the formants with all three segments combined means that the
highest number of different- and same-speaker pairs that could be correctly discriminated was 81 per cent (an equal error rate of 19 per cent).
The verification rate can be best appreciated from the plots in Figure 5. It
can be seen in the top panel of Figure 5, which shows the performance
from combined formants, that when the cumulative distribution of samespeaker pairs is at 81per cent (0.8), the distribution for different-speaker
pairs is just under 0.2, or 19 per cent. The LR at which this occurs is at
about 1E-02, which means that if a threshold of about 1E-02 were chosen,
it would be possible to correctly discriminate 81 per cent of same-speaker
pairs and B 1 per cent of different-speaker pairs. In the same way, the verification rate of c. 90 per cent for the combined CC data in the bottom
panel of Figure 5 can be seen to lie at a threshold of about 1E-09.
The overall picture from the results in Table 3 is clear. First, from the
point of view of the individual formant results, there are no large or consistent differences, with the best performance at c. 69 per cent being
separated from the worst at c. 55 per cent by only 14 per cent. Neither is
there any significant superiority, either for a particular segment - i.e. (N)
us (q) us (oo), or for the analysis approach (i.e. LR vs. conventional distance). (A two-way ANOVA on the individual formant performances gave
p :0.7 for segment; p : 0.65 for analysis; and p : 0.97 for interaction.)
It is also clear that the individual formant approaches are inferior to
both the cepstrum and combined formant approaches, which we now
'$fhen the results for the combined formants are compared to
address.
those for the cepstrum, clear superiorities can be demonstrated with twoway ANOVA. First, the cepstrum significantly outperforms the formant
analysis (p < 0.0001) by c. 10 per cent, and second the LR-based approach
significantly outperforms the conventional distance approach by c. 3 per
cent (p : 0.053).
Next the performance can be examined when data from all three segments are combined. It is clear that this constitutes an improvement over
results from individual segments: there is a mean increase of c.7 per cent
in performance over the mean performance from individual segments.
Again, the LR-based approach is better than the conventional distance,
and the cepstrum is better than the formants. So the best overall verification rate - 89.6 per cent - is obtained with a cepstrum using a LR-based
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distance on the combined data from three segments. As explained above,

the threshold for this occurred at about LR : 1E-09. That is, if the
threshold were set at LR : 1E-09, the same number - about 90 per cent of same-speaker pairs could be discriminated

as

could be different-speaker

pairs.

STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE
The primary aim of this paper was to ask: what is the average strength of
forensic-phonetic evidence associated with this kind of approach? As
explained above, this is found by calculating the LR for the /esf using the
formula at (1). It is clear that the strength of the evidence based on a test
using a single formant will be low. For example, for 'Ff in (N) and the LR
threshold of 1, the LR is 70133.7 : 2.08. One would be on average only
"",
about twice as likely to observe a LR greater than l for 'Ff in (N)
assuming same rather than different speakers.
The strength of evidence clearly improves for a test based on a combination of all three segments and all five formants, where LR,., : 41.310.8
: c. 50. This means that one would be about 50 times more likely, on
ayerage, to observe a LR greater than 1 from a combination of all three
segments quantified by all five formants if the pair of samples were from
the same rather than different speakers. In terms of the verbal scale equivalents for the LR developed by the British Forensic Science Service
(Champod and Evett 2000:240), this would count as 'moderate' evidence
in support of the prosecution hypothesis that both samples had come from
the same speaker.

For a test using combined cepstral data, the average strength of evidence is actually quite good. With this approach, one would, on average,
be c. nine hundred times (i.e. 38.310.04, and allowing for rounding error)
more likely to get a LR bigger than one assuming same rather than different speaker data. This - a LR between 100 and 1000 - would rate as
'moderately strong' evidence in support of the prosecution hypothesis.
It is clear that the magnitude of the LR for the test is primarily a result
of the powerful discrimination of different-speaker pairs. As already
pointed out, the cepstral discrimination of same-speaker pairs (38.3 per
cent) is very poor on its own, but it is considerably bigger than the (0.04

per cent) incorrectly identified different-speaker pairs. This is a good
demonstration of the power of an approach which takes into account, as it
must, not just the similarity between samples - the probability of getting
the difference assuming same-sample provenance - but also their typicality
- the probability of getting the difference at random from different
speakers in the population (Aitken 1995: 180).
It is worth noting that it is the same-subject data that are difficult to discriminate - the different-subject data could be very nearly absolutely
discriminated with this test using the cepstrum. Kinoshita (2001: 306) also
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found that different-speaker pairs could be discriminated more easily than
same-speaker pairs. Interestingly, almost exactly the opposite result has
been found for elemental ratios in glass fragments (Aitken and Lucy in
press): absolute discrimination of glass fragments from the same window;
not quite so good discrimination of fragments from different windows.

DISCUSSION
This paper has shown that, by comparing samples using just three segments, within the forensically appropriate framework of the likelihood
ratio, this test is clearly capable of giving probative evidence, with average
strengths of evidence of about 50 and 900 demonstrated from formantbased and cepstrally-based comparisons respectively. This is a reminder
that single segments do carry individual-identifying information, although
it should be borne in mind that the important thing here is not the number
of segments but number of parameters. This was actually quite high, with
15 parameters (3 segments x 5 formants) for the formant-based comparison and more than double that (3 segments x 1,2 66r : ) 36
parameters for the cepstrally based comparison. It also should be borne in
mind that speech samples will usually be compared forensically with
respect to many more segments than three, and a correspondingly greater
average strength of evidence is to be expected.
The paper has also shown that probative forensic-phonetic evidence is
possible both with formants and with the cepstrum. In particular, the
much higher LRresr from the cepstrum is clearly an indication that forensic
speaker identification should also avail itself of the power of the cepstrum
for segmental comparison. It can be noted here that the superior performance of the cepstrum is not necessarily because the cepstral comparison
involved more parameters: it is well known from automatic speaker and
speech recognition that too much information can actually degrade performance.

Although very much stronger evidence was demonstrated for: the cepstrum than the formants, it needs to be emphasized that the true amount
by which the cepstrum is superior to the formants is still not clear. This is
because the estimate of the average strength of evidence from formants
could have been affected by several factors whose magnitude we still do
not know.
First, in this experiment the formant frequencies were identified and
extracted automatically. It is well known that the automatic identification
of formants is often problematic. This is, after all, why non-traditional,
automatic parameters like the cepstrum are preferred in automatic
speaker- and speech-recognition. Misidentification can occur even in good
quality recordings, and is an expected danger in telephone speech (Kiinzel
2001: 85-7; Rose 2003). It has already been pointed out that in this
experiment the F3 in (9) was probably sometimes missed, and conse-
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quently the true F4 labelled as F3. With acoustically complex segments
like the allophones associated with (N) the chance of misidentification will
have been even higher. Even if a formant is correctly identified, the automatic estimation of its centre frequency degrades with noise, and noise is
typical in telephone speech. The upshot of this is that, under real-world
forensic conditions, the identification and extraction of formants must be
interactive, with the performance of the automatic algorithms being
checked and verified by the investigator. Because of the amount of data
involved in this experiment, it was not possible to do this, and this may
have degraded the performance.
A second reason for the crudeness of the estimate of strength of evidence from formants is the actual high number of formants measured for
each segment. In reality, because of the effects from the telephone bandpass (Rose and Simmons 1.996; Kiinzel 2001; Rose 2003), the availability
of formants to measure is limited, depending on the segment, to perhaps
F2 and F3 (F1 is probably counter-indicated for all except the lowest
vowels; F4 is counter-indicated for all except rhotic continuants). In this
experiment five formants were extracted per segment. Since performance
can in fact degrade with too much data, this kind of richesse may very well
have been an embarras. At the same time it should not be forgotten that all
comparisons were performed with telephone speech, from which up to
five formants were extractable, the mean values of which look fairly plausible. This probably says something about the relative quality of the
Japanese phone network, and it should not be assumed that telephone
speech will everywhere automatically yield five plausible-looking formants! A more realistic idea of the strength of evidence from formants in
case-work would therefore have come from checking the performance of
various subsets, especially F2 and F3.

Table

4

Summary of within-segment correlations for formants (n
mean unsigned

correlation

highest correiation

between

1

-0.227

F1-F5

(c)

0.125

o.322

F2

F3

(oo)

0.r22

0.22

F3

F4

(N)

0.13

:

10)
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The accuracy of the strength of evidence estimate is also a function of the
degree of correlation between the parameters. As mentioned above, it was
assumed that the parameters were uncorrelated, so that their LRs could
simply be multiplied together to get an overall LR for the comparison.

From Thble 4, which summarizes the within-segment correlations for
the formants, it can be seen that the degree of correlation between formanrs within a segment was, as expected from Kinoshita's (2001) data,
rather low. The highest correlation between any two formants was 0.322,
and this obtained, not unexpectedly, between F2 and F3 in (c). The mean
correlation - unsigned, because a few correlations were negative - was
between only 0.L2 and 0.13. The effect on the combined LR from degree
of within-segment correlation will have been minimal, therefore. The
degree of correlation for a particular formant dcross segments was not
investigated, because it was assumed that, given the very different phonetic
nature of the three segments used, there was unlikely to be much correlation between all but their highest formants. The mean spectra in Figure 1
show in fact little agreement in formant frequencies across segments, with
the exception of 'F5'. A little reduction in the overall LR might be
expected from across-segment correlations in F5, therefore.
There are fewer causes for concern about the accuracy of the estimation
of strength of evidence from the cepstral coefficients, although very
similar considerations apply as with the formants.

Table

5

Summary of within-segment correlations
cients (n

:

for cepstral coeffi-

66)

mean unsigned

correlation

hiehest correlation

(N)

0.t21

-0.489

(c)

0.154

(oo)

0.13

1

between
C,t

-0.534

Cr, *

-0.534

C,

C,n

C,n

-

Crt

One of the reasons for using cepstrally smoothed data is that it avoids the
problem of identifying individual formants, so, unlike with the formants,

there are no problems from this angle. Cepstral coefficients are also
assumed to have the very useful property of being minimally correlated,
and so problems should not arise, at least within-segment, from this angle
either. Thble 5 provides data on correlation between CCs within segments,
from which it can be seen that in general the average amount of withinsegment correlation of CCs was very low. Interestingly, however, the
maximum correlations observed could obviously get higher than with the
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formants - up to c. -0.5. Unlike with formants, it is not possible, given the
lack of any clear relationship between phonetic reality and cepstral coefficients (Rose 2002: 265,2003) to surmise whether there were possible
correlations between CCs across segments. There may therefore have been
some influence here, although this was not investigated.
Finally, one can also have too many CCs. Recent unpublished work by
the first author suggests that better forensic discrimination can be obtained

i.e. LRs that deviate more from uniry - if both the higher order CC's
(above CC,n), and the first CC, are ignored.
Given the above considerations, it is probably the case that the true performance of both the formants and the cepstrum is slightly better than
indicated, although the former's performance might increase by relatively

-

more.
Comparison with oth er realistic uerification

exp

eriment

s

It is of interest to compare the results of the present experiment with
average strength

of evidence from other speaker recognition/verification

experiments using forensically realistic data. These experiments' main
results are summarized in Thble 6. Most of them are examples of automatic speaker recognition, and therefore typically (1) use automatic
parameters like cepstral coefficients, and (2) apply them globally, not segmentally as in the present experiment. Probably the most stringent in
terms of forensic realism have been the competitive automatic speaker
recognition evaluations conducted by the American National Institwte of
Standards and Tbchnology (NIST), and by the FBI.
For example, Nakasone and Beck (2001) report that the FB|s Forensic
Awtomatic Speaker Recognition (FASR) system performs as well as the best

outside system they tested on their forensically realistic FBI voice
database. (This consisted of 51 males, with realistic telephone speech and
uncontrolled channels (p.3).) The best outside system they tested (their
table 4) returned equal error rates for the most forensically realistic conditions of 5.6 per cent to 8.2 per cent, which means LRrerrs of 1,6.9 - 1'1.2.
This means that the FBI system would at best be' on average, abou 17
times more likely to say that the same speaker was present in two samples
if the same speaker was indeed present than if they were not.
Martin and Przybocki (2000: fig.4) show equal error rates ranging from
about 30 per cent to7 per cent for the various automatic speaker recognition ryti.*r involved in the 1999 NIST evaluation. The tests involved
the conversational speech of many speakers - 230 males and 309 females
- over different telephone lines. Their best LRlrri was therefore (93 per
centlZ per cent: ) 13.3. Meuwly and Drygajlo's (2001: 150) likelihood
ratio-based experiment, with 8 speakers, has an LRresr of B0 per cent/15
per cent : 5.7.
The exciting work of Reynolds et al. (2003) combines global cepstral
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Table 6

Relative strengths of evidence from various speaker verification/recognition experiments with forensically realistic data .
Ess : Evidence (the system says that rhe same speaker is
present in both samples); Hss : Hypothesis (that the same
speaker is present in both samples).

Experiment(s)

Selectivity/

thres-

Parameter

hold

global
automatic
Martin & Przybocki (2000) global
automatic
Meuwly & Drygajlo (2001) global
autornatic
Kinoshita (2001,2002\
segmental
formants

EER

Nakasone

&

Beck (2001)

P(Ett I H")

LRtrrt

94.40/o

16.9

,G."T-H.

5.60/o

EER

930/o

1

3.3

7o/o

LR:l

8jVo

5.7

I5o/o

LR:1

900/o

30

3o/o

EER

96%

24

40/n

Reynolds et al. (2003)

g1obal/

EER

0.20/o

ca. 500

47.3%

ca. 50

segmental

automatic
This study

segmental

LR:1

formants

0.80h
EER

81.0/o

4.3

1.90/o

segmental

LR--1

automatic

3 8.3 o/o

ca. 900

0.040/o

EER

89.60/o
1

8.6

0.40/o

with prosodic, phonetic and lexical features. They show that using just the
cepstrum, which they call a'low-level'feature, yields an EER of 0.7 per
cent on data from 500 speakers in the NIST 2001 evaluarion. However,
when this is combined with 'higher-level' features like distriburions and
dynamic properties of F0, intensity and duration; and pronunciation of
individual words; the EER decreases substantially to 0.2 per cenr, giving
an LR,",, of (99.8 per cent.l}.2 per cent = c. 500).
Kinoshita's (2001: 324ff, 2002: 301) likelihood ratio-based verification
experiment used 10 speakers. She reports a LR/€sl of 24 using an equal
error rate threshold, which improves to 30 with a threshold of LR : 1.
It is clear from the results in Thble 6 that all the approaches demonstrate
the capacity to yield, on the average, useful strengths of evidence in
forensic speaker identification. By Bayes' theorem, and assuming flat
priors, these likelihood ratios all translate into quite high probabilities for
the hypothesis that the same speaker is present, given the evidence that the
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recognition system says they are.' The lowest LR"* of 4.3, for example is
associated with a probability of 81 per cent; the LR,.,, of 900 with a probability of 99.9 per cent.
The results also prompt some questions. These experiments are clearly
too disparate in their procedures and assumptions to allow precise comparison as to superiority of approach. For example, one very important
difference is in the choice of a threshold. In the automatic speaker recognition experiments this is usually operationally determined with respect to
the EER; in the forensic speaker identification experiments, although as
demonstrated in this paper an EER threshold can be used, the forensically
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appropriate threshold of LR : 1 is actually predetermined by Bayes'
theorem. In spite of these disparities, some tentative observations can be
made with respect to the relative performance of segmental vs global
analysis, and formants vs cepstrum.
The most comparable experiments with respect to the global vs. segmental distinction are Meuwly and Drygajlo (2001) and our experiment:
both used automatic parameters, and a likelihood ratio approach, but differed in selectivity. The LR,.,,of 900 for segmental cepstral discrimination
demonstrated in this paper is clearly better than that of 5.7 for a global
cepstral comparison. One might conclude from this that a segmental
approach is better - perhaps simply because with the benefit of linguisticphonological analysis one can pick quite a lot of different segments and
combine them - certainly more than the three used here - and this will be
more likely to force the overall LR lower or higher than the threshold of
unity.
Since one of the variables in the present experiment was the choice of
formants vs cepstrum, it may be also be concluded from the results that,
other things being equal, the cepstrum gives stronger evidence. The power
of the cepstrum must always be considered against its relative uninterpretability, however (Rose 2003).
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Other questions and caueats
Several questions remain, the most important of which is: why does
deriving a LR from the combination of segments have the desired result of
causing the different-speaker probability density distribution to migrate
lower than unity, but leave the same-speaker distribution apparently unaffected and straddling unity? It would also be interesting to see if cepstral
performance could be improved by the use of a band-selective cepstral distance rather than the whole Nyquist interval (Rose and Clermont 2001').
The use of the transcription in Thble 2 should not be taken to imply that
the samples used in this experiment were phonologically homogeneous. In
particular, Modern Standard Japanese (MSJ) has a type of contrastive
pitch called pitch accent (Rose 2002: 160), which is not shown in the
Hepburn romanization. Most of the modern dialects also have pitch
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accent systems, many

of which differ from MSJ. Dialect speakers often

maintain their dialect's pitch accent characteristics when speaking MSJ,
and some examples of this were evident. It would probably be worthwhile
to investigate to what extent there were systemic between-speaker differences in pitch accent (and other linguistic differences) that could be used
to discriminate same-speaker from different-speaker pairs (cf. Elliott's
(2002) Bayesian evaluation of differing auditory-linguistic features in

'okay'.)
Finally, caveats are in order with respect to the application of the test in

real-world case-work. First, the experiment described in this paper is an
example of what has been called an 'average probability' approach (Aitken
199I: 7 0-77): it tells us how the test would evaluate pairs of speakers or
the auerage.

This, however, is clearly not the ideal in a proper LR-based

forensic-phonetic identification, where an appropriate LR has to be estimated for a particular case (Rose 2002: 324-5). In other words, it is clear
that if the segmental-cepstral comparison of two speech samples gives a
LR bigger than one, this will, on tbe Auerage, constitute support for the
prosecution. However, the LR for an actual pair of sampies may be very
much bigger, or smaller than one, and be associated with very much
stronger, or weaker evidence than suggested by the test. Ideally, then, one
needs to know the actual LR for the data, and not rely on the LR for the
test. Second, although we have conformed in this experiment to the
realism criteria of: non-contemporaneity; a large number of speakers; and
use of telephone speech; (cf. Rose 2002: 96, 97), the speech was still
unnatural in being elicited and read-out. It is to be expected that performance would drop were we to use natural, unelicited speech.
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NOTES

1
2
3

This is a much expanded version of our paper in the forensic phonetics
session of the 9th Austrdlidn Internationdl Conference on Speech
Science dndkchnology (SST 2002).
Japanese words are transliterated with the Modified Hepburn romanization.

The alveopalatal fricative [9] is a sound auditorily similar to [J], but
with a higher overall pitch. taditionally the place of articulation of
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these two fricatives is described as alveolopalatal and palatoalveolar
respectively. According to Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996: 148-64)
they both have the same, post-alveolar, place but differ in a secondary
f."irr." of degree of tongue-raising: palatalized for [q] vs domed for

Kir

Kir

tjr.)

+ th'e formula used differs from Lindley's formula in its pooled
treatment of the offender and suspect sample variance. In the

derivation of Lindley's formula, the variance is assumed to be the same
for both control and receptor glass samples, whereas this cannot be an
automatic assumption with speech, and has to be incorporated

5

Ku

somehow.
Bayes' theorem states that the posterior odds in favour of a hypothesis

H teing true, given the evidence E in support of that hypothesis, are
the product olthe prior odds in favour of the truth of H before E is
adduced, and the likelihood ratio associated with E (see Rose 2002:
ch..4). Thus, assuming flat (i.e. even) prior odds (1:1)' Nakasone and
Beck's LR.* of 17 gives posterior odds of (UI " 1711' : ) 17:L, which
translates inro a probability of 171L8 : c.94 per cent that the same
speaker is present if the test says they are. (For EER decisions, this
probability is the same as the verification rate.)
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